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        Many people use google everyday for different purposes and they may 

ask themselves if google is making them dumb.I think google does make you 

dumb.Google has impact us but in reality is is not helping  us much since 

when we want to know  some thing we just google it  and write it done and 

we’re done.We don’t even check if the information is acccurate and that is a 

way google is making us dumb.I think it does make you dumb  for the three 

reasons which are  how we have lost our ability to think deeply,we get 

distracted ,and it is making us shallow. 

      The first reason reason why I think google is making us dumb,is that we 

have lost that our ability to think deeply.According to source A we only think 

deeply when we are calm and attentive .In other words means we only think 

when we are focused on what we are doing and can concentrate also.Also 

what makes us intelligent is our ability to think clearly and with a simple 

click the internet has everything we would want to know according to 

Source C.With google our need to memorize is lost and my argument is that 



this makes us even more dumb because we can't even think anymore with all 

this new technology.This is a way that google is making us stupid. 

    Another way google is making us dumb is that it isa distraction to 

us.Google and the internet in general can get us distracted easily.Also  Source 

A states that we end up scattered brainedand that is why we are always 

googling,texting,and even surfing Turning off your computer or phone off is a 

good way to help you start thinking  because google is not the way to 

intekegence according to source A because it takes thinking rather than 

clicking your way to “intelegence”.This  is one way google makes us dumb. 

   The third way google makes us dumb is we are becoming very 

shallow.According to source Google makes a lot of money by the way that 

they show us more.All though google is giving us a lot of useful information it 

is also encouraging us to think  superficially according to source A.Source 

States that 90%of people suffer from  digital amnesia,70% or more don’t 

know their children's phone number  by heart, and 49% have not 

memorized their partners number which has been caused  by internet and 

google according to document B.Also  source B states that  there is an 

argument that people are not dumb because of internet which to men is 



ironic because google helps us in many ways but it doesn't let think occur in 

the brain and that is why this is a reason why google is making us dumb. 

     In conclusion,Google is making us dumb for the three reasons which are 

we have lost our ability to think deeply,we get distracted,and it is making us 

very shallow.Google has an imapct on us which is good/bad like if we are 

stuck on a math problemwe simply google it and simply get the answer in 

less than a minute .And that is why I think google is making us dumb. 


